
Standardizing the Corpus of Early 

English Correspondence (CEEC)

Introduction

•Spelling variation in Early Modern English poses
considerable problems for the accuracy of corpus
linguistic methods. Private writings like personal
letters in particular show extensive spelling
variation reflecting regional and social
differences, but it is not uncommon for a single
writer to exhibit spelling variation.

•Here we report on the standardization process of
CEEC, compare the CEEC results with a public
genre and analyze the impact of standardization
on cluster and keyword analyses.

Standardization

• Spelling in CEEC standardized with VARD 2

(Variant Detector), software developed
specifically for dealing with spelling variation in
Early Modern English texts.1

• Two-stage process

1) Manual training: Extracts from the corpus are
standardized manually with VARD 2 to
prepare the software for automatic processing
by adding to its inventory of potential
replacements for different variant forms and
improving its precision in choosing correct
replacements.

2) Automatic standardization: With enough
training, VARD 2 can process all the texts in a
corpus automatically to produce a
standardized version.

Screenshots of a letter in VARD 2 before (left) and after (right) automatic

standardization

Comparison to 

EMEMT

•The corpus of Early Modern English Medical
Texts (EMEMT) is another corpus standardized
with VARD 2 at the VARIENG research unit.2,3

•How does text type affect the results of
standardization?

•Word tokens with variant spelling prior to
standardization: CEEC 18.2%, EMEMT 11.5%.

•Spelling variation decreases over time in both
corpora, but is consistently higher in CEEC.

•After standardization, the frequency of variant
tokens is 6.7% in CEEC and 4.2% in EMEMT
(62.9% standardization rate for CEEC and 63.4%
for EMEMT).

•Initial frequency of variant tokens seems to have
very little impact on standardization results.

•Word types with variant spelling prior to
standardization: CEEC 56.7%, EMEMT 26.4%.

•The high frequency of variant types in CEEC
shows that there are more idiosyncrasies in
spelling, possibly due to the higher number of
writers, than in EMEMT, and this makes it more
difficult to standardize type variation.

•With 33.8% of all word types in CEEC still
reflecting variant spelling after standardization
(compared to 12.2% in EMEMT), the
standardization rate of variant types is
considerably lower for CEEC (40.4%) than for
EMEMT (53.7%).

•However, the remaining type variation should
not have a significant impact on keyword and
cluster analyses as the number of tokens for these
types is also quite low.

Effects on clusters 

and keywords

•Standardization increases the accuracy of cluster
and keyword analyses in CEEC.

•The impact of standardization on clusters is less
dramatic towards the end of the 17th century as
spelling conventions become more uniform.

•The number of 3-word clusters extracted with
WordSmith4 increases in the standardized corpus
by over 20% until 1659, but only by 5% during
1680-99 in comparison to the original version.

•Most clearly, standardization eradicates the
impact of variant spellings: Frequent clusters are
even more frequent; keyword lists no longer
highlight deviant spellings (e.g. soe, itt, yf).

•However, genre-characteristic words like
pronouns also show in the keyword analysis of
the original CEEC vs. EMEMT.
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